Frequent Asked Questions V1- 2019.

FAQ

Is this event really for free?
Yes, specifically; The Training; 1 hour of driving plus 1 hour of explanation, the race (3 hours),
a light buffet dinner, soft drinks and the parking are free. Alcoholic drinks are not included
moreover they are forbidden for the drivers.
Where is the catch?
There are no catches. We consider this event as marketing action to promote ourselves to
potential clients.
Will I have to buy anything during the event or later?
No, nothing to buy or to sell later neither. We will appreciate to know you better.
Can we bring along our team supporters?
Yes, we recommend you to bring your supporters (Up to 10) if they work for your hotel.
Actually, your team can win a special prize for having the best supportive base.
Do our supporters need to pay to come to the event?
No, they even have the access to the free buffet at the condition they do not exceed 10
persons and behave correctly.
Are there conditions for participating?
Yes. 1-You must be invited. 2- You must Sign your acceptance of the Safety and Privacy
rules 3- Have a proper team 4- Attend the training and safety session.
How many racers are there in one team?
Four racers and one Captain which means 5 persons in total.
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What is the role of the team Captain?
Synchronize the drivers, communicate with them, and communicate with the Race
Coordinators.
Can the Captain be a racer?
No, The Captain must be always available for his team.
Who could typically be the Captain?
Historically for leadership reasons GM's were favorites for this position. But any senior
manager with good strategic skills could do the job.
Who are the Race Coordinators with whom our Captain will communicate?
These are several persons appointed by us. They are in charge of different aspects of the
Race. Track race coordinators and Jury race coordinators are dressed in red.
How to report a driver problem during the race?
The driver should speak to your captain and he will pass the info to the Race Coordinator.
How can I register our team?
Contact us. We will send you a form that you have to fill in. Then you will have some time to
select your drivers. You are conclusively registered when your team is identified namely and
went through the compulsory training.
How do I know if I am registered?
We will inform you by writing. You will receive Hoods and discount cards for training by
messenger. Use your hood so we can spot you on the track.
Can I train alone whenever I want?
Yes. If you wish to improve your skills alone you can do it anytime. First check with the kart
centrum if the track is free because sometime the track is booked. Use your discount card.
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How to check if the track is free for training?
Check the contact of the Kart centrum or have a look on their website. Kart-centrum.cz
How long last one normal public driving session last at Radotín?
You pay for 10 Minute drive. On the large circuit this represents 4 to 5 laps and on the small
(indoor) about 9 - 10 laps.
What is the price of one session when I go alone?
190 Kč is the standard price (10’), with your IPSAL CUP discount card you get a discount.
Can I privatize the track for training?
Yes, this is the best solution if you really want to prepare for the race. One hour alone on the
track with your team or with an instructor helps a lot. You will also get a discount.
Is time the first criteria for winning the race?
Certainly not, speed is one of the factors but team coordination is the first criteria.
How am I standing with my training lap time?
Just to give you an idea, on the indoor circuit average speed would be 1minut 35 sec, for the
Outdoor large circuit count 3 minutes.
Can I have more than one female driver?
Absolutely, we have a special prize for that too.
How much would cost me a coach for a private training?
500 Kč for one-hour session for the whole team. Contact us to book you a coach. A coach is a
fast racer who will help you improve your lap time and your driving skills.
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Can I drink alcohol and drive?
No, this is a part of the conditions mentioned in the safety measures that you will be asked to
sign before being accepted to the race.
Just a little drink?
No, you put yourself and the others in danger. (See safety measures)
Can non-driver drink alcohol?
Yes absolutely. However, we do not offer Alcohol drinks. Drinkers have to drink moderately in
order not to disturb the event process.

Can we dance during the event?
Absolutely especially If you dance well J. We will have DJ and light show. Do not dance on
the track and in the loading zones.
What happens if one of our drivers withdraws at the last minute?
Declare it to us. You need to find another driver. If you cannot find a new driver within the
delay, we will apply a penalty and increase your time lap.
What happens if we do not attend the training?
It is the condition of participation on the race. We cannot allow you to drive without attending
the training. Sorry but all the safety issues are unnegotiable.
What happens if my kart breaks down during the event?
You stay in you kart until you receive help. We will get you on another kart and adjust your time
using your average time.
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Do all the karts have the same engine power?
Yes, they do. You might feel a difference but this is purely subjective. Not all the karts behave
the same though.
Do I have to lose the weight?
Unless you do not fit in the seat there are no reason to lose the weight for this race. Anyway,
getting fit for this race is a very good idea. Actually, we will make you lose weight . . .
Am I allowed to claim a problem to the Race Coordinator?
Only the captain is allowed in order to avoid the chaos.
What happens if one driver exceeds the maximum driving time (MDT)?
A penalty will be applied.
What happens if I hit somebody else’s car on purpose?
The first time a penalty is activated the second time red flag plus a penalty the third time your
team is disqualified.
Can I hurt myself?
Go Kart is fun but it could be dangerous too especially if you do not respect the rules, therefore
we expect that you will behave accordingly. So yes, you can hurt yourself and hurt others. You
must be aware of it.
What about safety measures?
Like for every event we organize, we will ask the Kart centrum to put in conformity all Karts and
safety equipment. We will personally check the day of the event all equipment and the circuit.
On the other hand, you have to respect the safety rules of the race and the kart centrum rules.
If despite all these measures a problem occurs, we will have medical assistance on site and an
ambulance ready. Remember you drive under your own responsibility.
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What happens if a racer or a guest does not respect safety measures?
If the racer repeatedly ignores safety measures, he will provoke the elimination of his team.
The Guest will be asked to leave. Sorry but we do not want to take the risk for the other
drivers.
What happens if a racer or a guest starts to miss-behave?
By accepting our invitation, we believe that our guests will behave correctly. If the guest missbehaves we will be forced to ask him to leave the vent.
Can I race if I am not equipped properly?
No, it is part of the safety rules. We will talk about it and about the drivers dress code on the
training.
Can I leave my kart on the circuit and leave?
Absolutely not. You can be hit badly by the other drivers and it would be your fault. You have to
raise your hand and wait in the kart.
Can my captain argue with the race coordinators?
Your captain is allowed to speak with the race coordinator but not to argue with him. The race
coordinator has the ultimate decision.
Do I need to buy my own equipment?
No, during the training you can borrow the one available there. For the race we will give you
your own hood and T-shirts.
Can I bring my gloves?
Yes. But they need to be thin with a good grip.
What about my shoes?
No heels, no open shoes. We recommend you to wear thin sport shoes.
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Can we bring our boards, hotel banners?
Yes absolutely, anything that helps to support your team.
Is there a parking space there?
Yes, a huge one just in front of the kart center and it`s free. There is a place also for buses if
needed.
Can I change driver?
In principal no, it is not fair. But exceptionally you can contact us and we will study case by
case. Do not count with it though.
Can I use a racer not working for my hotel?
No, it wouldn’t be fair. We will check the drives id and function. Being an employee of the hotel
is one of the conditions of participation. We will check the drives ID and function.
Does training improve my lap time?
Absolutely. You can expect at least 25-30 % better time. But remember this is NOT a
professional race. The race is designed for the amateurs.
What time do I have to be there for the training?
Half an hour before the time mentioned so that we do not lose time.
What time do I have to be there for the race day?
We will give you the further information about schedule later.
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What are the prizes?
Every team receives a participation prize, winners Cups. (No money prize). Fastest 3 teams.
Best fighting team. Most charming team. Fastest lady driver. Best supportive team.
Is there media coverage?
We try our best to ensure a media coverage.
Do we need to bring our own food and drinks?
During the race a light cold buffet will be there for you. Free non-alcoholic drinks will be
offered. Please do not bring your own drinks or food
Can I put Ketchup on my řízek?
Yes, Ketchup and mustard!
What to do with the FAQ?
We recommend the captain to get his team together and go carefully through the points and
discuss it.
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